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A HANDY Instruction TO FIELD-TESTED MEDICAL PROCEDURES SPECIFICALLY MADE FOR
CRITICAL TIMES WHEN Zero DOCTOR IS AVAILABLEWhen disaster strikes and no doctors are
available, you'll have to depend on your personal medical understanding to survive. Ruptured
arteries• Gunshot wounds• Anaphylactic shockThe writer, an emergency responder, details step-
by-step treatment for everything from hypothermia and heat stroke to seizures and cardiac
emergencies. Radiation publicity• Using info from actual armed service field manuals, this
reserve provides all you need to keep you and your loved ones secure when there's nowhere else
to turn. Prepper's Survival Medication Handbook goes beyond basic first aid to teach you military-
tested methods for treating life-threatening medical conditions, including:• Severed limbs•
Poisonous snakebites• Third level burns• Broken bones•
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Searching for nuts & I highly recommend it! This reserve is so great. The author does a great job
of mentioning many everyday items for emergency first aid, so I was hardly ever feeling like I
required costly, unobtainable medical tools to place the principles of this book into action. That
one grabbed my interest in particular. Personally i think very motivated and capable after
scanning this. This book is wonderful for ANYONE, not just a prepper. This publication is like
medical for adults- for adults who like to be prepared. The writer knows what he's talking about:
he's a first responder, an author of many books, and he obviously did lots of additional research
because of this book.This book was really user friendly. It was easy to find what you're looking
for and actually easy to read and to follow. There's even a chapter on mental wellness, which I
really appreciated. Overall, that is such an excellent book for anybody that I ended up keeping
it.In the many sections I quite definitely appreciate the pictures and equipment lists. Pretty much
every emergency circumstance is covered in right here, and, as another reviewer noted, the index
makes everything easy to find. A Great Publication to Prepare for the Worst As somebody who is
interested in prepping, disaster control, and safety I came across this book to be extremely
interesting and useful. The writer is definitely a fire fighter with lots of experience, and this
results in in this easy-to-use and detailed reserve on survival. It really is worth noting that book is
created for education reasons only and will not replace the advise from a health care provider.
It's too useful to have around in the event of a crisis. Sorry, Dad! My father is a prepper, and as an
Amazon addict, I've bought him a ton of prepper books. I'm a worrier. You can easily read, yet not
a quick read (so much information to absorb! The truth of the world is bad points happen,
emergencies, disasters etc.The book includes necessary equipments and pictures which is
extremely helpful This guide is thorough and well crafted, the medical advice is sensible and if
you ever end up in among the situations where it is necessary you will be thankful you go
through it. Anyone who reads this manual are certain to get useful details and for people who
worry about these types of things information is reassuring. Much information I hadn't
considered: as a result of reading this I now include a trauma pack in my bug out bag. Marginal If
you know anything, this book isn't for you personally. The guide is simple to learn and follow as
well, which makes this a reserve I would suggest to anyone thinking about survival. I most
definitely am. And much more than being a worrier, I simply, objectively, like to prepare yourself.
This was recommended if you ask me by a friend and I sensed that the info in it had been very
valuable. The article writer was a firefighter and offers ample experience with first aid and it
really made me feel secure in trusting this supply. He covers how to deal with trauma shock,
burns, fractures, allergic reactions, medical emergencies, and rescue, along with many other truly
important things that often our knowledge of is usually lacking. The survival details is also very
interesting and incredibly practical (hopefully I would never have to put it to make use of, but I
feel much better prepared after having this book at my disposal). I looked through it before giving
it to him as I often to accomplish and I fell in love. And on another level the publication was a
enjoyment to learn and was very accessible to even people who have no idea very much--but, I
felt, also was written in ways for those who want and may know some things upon this topic to
still maintain ample interest. My dad is a prepper Whoa. I must say i enjoyed this publication and
I believe it really is entirely useful ... The publication also provides situations in which you may
need to use the various skills it teaches you. Not what I needed. The book lists items you may
need in addition to the scenario in which you may need to use them. I must say i enjoyed this
publication and I really believe it is entirely beneficial to not only preppers but for everyone else
aswell. The guide is normally expansive, including information about psychological trauma,
allergies, burns, survival for particular climates, etc. But, it contains very important information



that is useful for everyone. I acquired the Kindle edition to have in my phone. This is an in-depth
report on how best to manage a crisis or trauma situation by someone with experience. I
acquired the Kindle edition to have on my mobile phone. Whether you're an avid prepper or
someone like me who wants some details about how to approach specific situations, I think this
is an excellent book to have available. Even more big picture than real time treatments, in my
opinion only. The publication touches on a number of different first aid topics including allergic
reactions, burns, bites and stings, fractures, shock, loss of blood, weather survival, resuscitation,
and even psychological first aid. bolts - A to Z, instructions on instant treatment of broken bones,
puncture, cut & I recommend this reserve.This book is indeed great.. slash trauma in the field.
Four Stars needs even more pathophysiology- good basic info Field Sanitation is basic system
for survival. Scott 's fire fighter encounter help all Para Medical technician to understand
Emergency medicine principle. Practical, Safe, Handy! Five Stars Always learn a few new tidbits
that haven't been seen before. Essential for your Prepper Survival Library! This is a great book to
increase your prepper survival library! The author, a crisis responder, shares his understanding
and knowledge in a clear and concise manner. Better Safe Than Sorry There's a fine line between
being paranoid and being prepared, for me reading this book makes you the latter.). The book
provides a large amount of detail and clarifies terms you might not know (pictures also included).
Each subject matter discussed includes the symptoms, symptoms and remedies. The author
also offers an initial aid supply list, including items within the house with multiple reasons. I
found the Prepper’s Survival Medication Handbook to be very useful and informative.. The
Publisher offered a copy of the book for an honest review.
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